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I. Introduction: The Skeptical Problem and its Proposed Abductivist Solution

Since at least the time of Descartes, many epistemologists have presup-
posed a certain conception of the relation between the individual mind and
the world around it. On this conception, the mind is known to itself in an
especially intimate way. But there are things that exist independently of the
mind—things like tables and chairs, say—and these ‘‘external’’ things are
not known to the mind in this same intimate way. The mind’s knowledge of
these external things can be achieved, if at all, solely on the basis of its
intimate knowledge of itself. Theoretical reason is the engine that converts
the latter into the former. A central problem of epistemology, then, is to
spell out how such reasoning operates, i.e., how the mind can acquire
knowledge of external things given that it has only its intimate knowledge
of itself from which to work.

We can offer a sharper characterization of this problem if we define
‘‘Cartesianism’’ as the conjunction of the following three theses.1

(1) Our knowledge of the contingent facts of the external world is
justified solely by inference from our knowledge of our perceptual
experiences.2

(2) Our knowledge of our perceptual experiences is non-inferential.
(3) It is possible for the very same perceptual experience to occur

whether we are hallucinating or enjoying veridical perception.3

There are many different versions of Cartesianism, corresponding to the
different ways of spelling out these three theses. But we needn’t be con-
cerned at present to distinguish the different versions of Cartesianism, for
our aim is to examine a skeptical problem that can be raised within any
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version of Cartesianism; more specifically, we aim to examine one popular
line of solution to that problem. The skeptical problem at issue is the
problem of understanding how our perceptual experiences can furnish us
with epistemic access to the contingent facts of the external world.4 If (1) is
true, then our knowledge of our own perceptual experiences provides us
with the only premises we have by means of which we can come to know
inferentially how things are in the external world. If (2) is true, then the
range of these premises is restricted within the narrow scope of what we can
know without inference. And if (3) is true, then the premises within this
narrow scope do not entail the conclusions that we draw from them. And so
how can we know these conclusions to be true? How can we achieve any
knowledge of the external world? To answer these questions is to solve what
I shall call ‘‘the problem of Cartesian skepticism’’.

This problem has proved difficult to solve. This is because there is no
well-understood form of reasoning that will take us from introspectively
known premises to our beliefs about the external world. From (3), it follows
that deductive reasoning won’t do the job: it is logically possible for the
external world to be different without any difference in our perceptual
experiences. And from (1), it follows that reasoning by induction won’t do
the job either: since we never have non-inferential access to the external
world, we cannot directly compare our perceptual experiences with the
external world, and so we cannot have the data necessary for any inductive
inference from claims about our perceptual experiences to claims about the
external world.5 But if neither deductive nor inductive reasoning can justify
our beliefs about the external world on the basis of introspectively known
premises, then what kind of good reasoning can do so?

Philosophers have often sought to understand the epistemic situation of
the ordinary person by assimilating it to the epistemic situation of the
scientist. The scientist is faced with the task of developing a theory that
can, among other things, explain the data. Typically, the theory posits
unobservable entities or properties, and so the truth of that theory cannot
be ascertained by observation alone. Rather, it can be ascertained only by
inference from the data, and the inference in question will be better or worse
depending, at least in part, on how well the theory explains the data. Let’s
call all such inferences ‘‘abductive’’. The whole practice of abductive infer-
ence has been subject to criticism,6 and I do not intend to defend it here. But
in what follows, I will examine and criticize a commonly proposed solution
to the problem of Cartesian skepticism—a solution that presupposes that
there are at least some good abductive inferences. For the sake of argument
then, I intend to concede this presupposition to the proponent of this
solution. If the presupposition is false, then so much the worse for the
position that I will be criticizing.

Now to describe that target position. Many philosophers have
attempted to solve the problem of Cartesian skepticism by assimilating
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our ordinary epistemic situation with respect to the external world to the
epistemic situation of the scientist with respect to unobservables. Just as the
scientist must draw inferences from the data in order to ascertain the truth
of her theory, so too (it is alleged) we must ordinarily draw inferences from
our perceptual experiences in order to form justified beliefs about the
external world. The premises of the relevant inferences are just those prop-
ositions that are about our own perceptual experiences and that we know
to be true in the non-inferential way mentioned in (2) above. Let’s use the
term ‘‘introspection’’ to designate this non-inferential way that we allegedly
have of knowing things about our own perceptual experiences. Then, the
premises of the relevant inferences are just those propositions that we know
by introspection. And the rules of inference governing the relevant infer-
ences include whatever non-deductive principles of inference scientists can
reasonably employ when they draw inferences from data to theory. Such
principles are generally thought to license what we have called abductive
inferences, and so I’ll call this the ‘‘abductivist’’ solution to Cartesian
skepticism.7 The abductivist claims that all of our knowledge of the external
world is ultimately justified by abductive reasoning from introspectively
known premises.8 In other words, without any good abductive reasoning
from introspectively known premises, we could have no knowledge of the
external world.

Many philosophers have criticized abductivism. These critics typically
make one or more of the following three points. First, we can categorize our
perceptual experience only by appeal to their characteristic causes in the
external world. So unless we already know their causes in the external
world, we cannot know how to categorize the perceptual experiences that
we’re having. But the premises of the relevant abductive inference must
involve categorizing the perceptual experiences that we’re having. There-
fore, we cannot know the premises of the relevant abductive inference unless
we already have some knowledge of the external world.9 Second, we can
have no reason to regard one explanation as better than another, in any
epistemically interesting sense of ‘‘better’’, unless we already know some-
thing about which explanations are more likely to be true than which others.
But that in turn requires that we have some knowledge of how the external
world works, and so our knowledge of the external world cannot all be
grounded on abductive inference from our introspective knowledge.10 And
third, even if we could form our beliefs about the external world by abduc-
tive inference from our introspective knowledge of our own perceptual
experiences, that is not actually how we form those beliefs. Thus their
being so formed cannot be what justifies them.11

The abductivist can respond to all three of these criticisms. She can
grant that we do not know how to formulate the premises of the relevant
abductive inference, that we do not know how to formulate the criteria of
explanatory goodness at work in the relevant abductive inference, and that
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we are not aware of making any such inference. Nonetheless, the abductivist
will claim, it is an obvious fact that we have knowledge of the external
world. And the best explanation of that epistemic fact is that our beliefs
about the external world are conclusions of immensely complicated uncon-
scious inferences to the best explanation of our perceptual experiences—
inferences that begin from tacitly known premises about our perceptual
experiences, and that follow hard-wired rules of abductive reasoning.12

This explanation is not invalidated by the fact that it posits cognitive events
and mechanisms of which we were not hitherto aware: positing unobservable
events or mechanisms is just part of what good explanations typically do.
Thus, the abductivist can appeal to an abductive inference in order to reply to
all three of the main objections to abductivism.

The critic of abductivism might challenge the abductivist to specify the
alleged unconscious inferences in our cognitive machinery. But I believe
there is a problem with abductivism that no amount of cognitive science can
fix. No matter what inferences the cognitive scientist discovers us to be
making, those inferences cannot do the work that the abductivist needs
them to do. Or so I’ll argue here. More specifically, I’ll argue that abduc-
tivism is bound to fail because it runs up against the problem of ‘‘the
explanatory gap’’. The problem is not that our beliefs about the external
world are not clearly the best explanation of our sensory data. The problem,
rather, is that our beliefs about the external world cannot provide any
explanation at all of our sensory data—at least not given the way in which
the abductivist must conceive of our sensory data.

I can briefly outline the structure of the coming argument as follows: For
a proposition p to serve as a statement of the abductivists’s explanandum, it
must meet these two conditions:

(a) It is introspectively known to be true, and
(b) It can be explained by a theory that comprises our beliefs about the

external world.

I argue in section III below that if (a) obtains with regard to p, then thinking
that p involves conceiving of the explanandum in such a way that there can’t
be any difference between how the explanandum is and how it appears. But, I
go on to argue in section IV, ‘‘the explanatory gap’’ consists precisely in the
fact no objective facts can explain any such explanandum. Thus, (a) and (b)
are not jointly satisfiable with regard to any proposition, and no proposition
can serve as a statement of the data in the abductivist’s explanation.

In order to argue for this conclusion, I’ll first have to provide an
account of precisely what the abductivist is committed to. I’ll do that in
section III. I’ll also have to provide an account of precisely what the
problem of the explanatory gap is. I’ll do that in section IV. But before
undertaking either of those tasks, I’ll first spend section II addressing a
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concern that some devoted abductivists may have, namely, that abductivism
is just plain common sense, and so no complicated philosophical argument
could possibly serve to refute it.

II. Abductivism and Common Sense

The abductivist solution says that the best explanation of our having
the perceptual experiences that we have is that the external world is roughly
the way we believe it to be. This might seem to be mere common sense.
When I look out my window at the ocean on a cloudy day, I have a certain
visual experience, and the best explanation of my having that particular
visual experience is not that I am being deceived by an evil genius, or that I
am being electrochemically stimulated by neuroscientists. Rather, it is that
I am looking out my window at the ocean on a cloudy day. Isn’t this just
common sense? Well, it depends upon what we mean when we speak of
‘‘visual experience’’, or more generally, of ‘‘perceptual experiences’’. On
some interpretations of that term, it is just common sense to say that the
best explanation of our having the perceptual experiences that we have is
that the external world is roughly the way we believe it to be. But on those
same interpretations, I’ll argue, we can’t have introspective knowledge of
what our perceptual experiences are. On other interpretations of the term
‘‘perceptual experience’’, we can have introspective knowledge of what our
perceptual experiences are. But on those same interpretations, common
sense is silent on the issue of how to explain the occurrence of such
experiences. Either way, the abductivist solution receives no support from
common sense. I’ll devote the present section to spelling out this argument. I
should make it clear that I will not attempt to argue against abductivism in
this section. The only conclusion that I will attempt to defend in this section
is that abductivism is not mere common sense.

What do we mean when we speak of ‘‘perceptual experiences’’? Could
we mean to be denoting whatever things make true such sentences such as ‘‘I
see the ocean’’, ‘‘she heard the doorbell’’, ‘‘he tasted the curry’’, and so on?
These sentences all ascribe a certain kind of perceptual success to the
subject. For me to see the ocean, the ocean must really be there. For her
to hear the doorbell, the doorbell must really have rung, and so on. Such
things then, don’t satisfy the Cartesian constraint (3), i.e., that it is logically
possible for our perceptual experiences to occur just as they do occur
whether we are hallucinating or enjoying veridical perception. Could we
then be using the term ‘‘perceptual experience’’ to mean whatever things
make true such sentences as ‘‘the ocean looks blue to me’’, ‘‘the doorbell
sounds broken to her’’, ‘‘the curry tasted good to him’’, and so on? Again,
this won’t do. For although such sentences do not ascribe perceptual success
to the subject, they imply that she enjoys such success. For the ocean to look
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blue to me, I must see the ocean, and so the ocean must really be there. For
the doorbell to sound broken to her, she must hear the doorbell, and so the
doorbell must really have rung, and so on. And so again, such things don’t
satisfy the Cartesian constraint (3).

It may seem that we can avoid these problems by agreeing to use the
term ‘‘perceptual experiences’’ to mean whatever things make true such
sentences as the following: ‘‘It looks to me as if there is a blue ocean before
me’’, ‘‘it sounds to her as if a doorbell has rung’’, ‘‘it tastes to him as if there
is curry here’’, etc.13 These sentences do not ascribe any perceptual success
to the subject, nor do they imply that the subject enjoys such success. It can
look to me as if there is a blue ocean before me even if there are no oceans,
and no blue objects, anywhere. It can sound to her as if a doorbell has rung
even if there are no doorbells anywhere. Are these the perceptual experi-
ences of which the Cartesian speaks?

Here the answer is a bit more complicated. To use our introspective
knowledge of our own perceptual experiences in reasoning to our beliefs
about the external world, we must at least understand the premises of that
reasoning: If we don’t understand the premises of some bit of reasoning,
then, whether that reasoning is conscious or not, we cannot be justified in
believing the conclusion of that reasoning. Being justified in believing
the conclusion of our reasoning requires at least that we understand the
premises. In this case, understanding those premises requires understanding
which perceptual experiences we’re having. And if our understanding of
which perceptual experiences we’re having is captured in sentences of the
form ‘‘it looks as if . . . ’’ and ‘‘it sounds as if . . . ’’, then the blanks in those
sentence forms must be filled in using clauses that we understand. For if we
don’t understand the embedded clauses, then of course we won’t understand
the sentences that embed them. But if the sentences that result by filling in
these blanks with those embedded clauses are true, then the embedded
clauses express (at least some of) the content of the perceptual experiences
mentioned by these sentences. That’s just how the operators ‘‘it looks as
if . . . ’’, ‘‘it sounds as if . . . ’’ are supposed to work: they function to attribute
those perceptual experiences (at least part of) the content of which is expressed
by the embedded clauses. And if we can understand the content expressed by
the embedded clauses, then that content is conceptual.14 In short, if our
perceptual experiences are the experiences that we ascribe to ourselves using
such sentence forms as ‘‘it looks as if . . . ’’ and ‘‘it sounds as if . . . ’’, and we can
use our knowledge of those premises in reasoning to justified beliefs about the
external world, then those experiences must have at least some conceptual
content (whether or not they also have any non-conceptual content). And this
fact generates a problem for the present way of trying to understand the
abductivist’s use of the term ‘‘perceptual experiences’’.

To see what the problem is, consider the difference between what
happens to me when I taste a 1995 Woodbridge Riesling and what happens
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to an expert wine taster as she tastes the same wine. It tastes to her as if this
is a 1995 Woodbridge Riesling, but it doesn’t taste that way to me. It tastes
to me as if I’m drinking white wine, or at best Riesling, but it doesn’t taste
to me as if I’m drinking 1995 Woodbridge Riesling, since I can’t gustatorily
discriminate 1995 Woodbridge Riesling from other Rieslings—probably not
even from other white wines. My powers of gustatory discrimination are
capable of improvement in this respect: I could come to acquire the relevant
gustatory discriminatory power. But to acquire this power I would at least
need to know what 1995 Woodbridge Riesling tastes like. And to know that
fact is to know a contingent fact about the external world. So, in order for it
to taste to me as if this is 1995 Woodbridge Riesling, I would have to know
a contingent fact about the external world. But then from the premise ‘‘it
tastes to me as if this is 1995 Woodbridge Riesling’’, I can deduce that 1995
Woodbridge Riesling tastes like that (ostending the same thing that I was
ostending in the premise). And it is a contingent fact about the external
world that 1995 Woodbridge Riesling tastes like that. Thus, if my knowl-
edge of this premise were introspective, then I could use this bit of intro-
spective knowledge to deduce a contingent conclusion about the external
world. But recall that the abductivist is committed to denying the possibility
of our having any knowledge of contingent facts of the external world solely
on the basis of deduction from introspectively known premises. The abduc-
tivist is thereby committed to not using the term ‘‘perceptual experiences’’ to
denote those things that make true sentences of the form ‘‘it looks as if . . . ’’,
‘‘it sounds as if . . . ’’, ‘‘it smells as if . . . ’’, etc.15

The same problem affects various other proposals on behalf of the
abductivist. Consider the proposal that the abductivist is using the term
‘‘perceptual experience’’ to denote those things that make true sentences of
the form ‘‘this looks like . . . ’’, ‘‘this sounds like . . . ’’, and so on. This
proposal runs into the same problem: what can look like what to me
depends in part upon what I know about the external world. I cannot
know that this looks like quartz unless I know what quartz looks like. I
cannot know that this tastes like Kashkaval cheese unless I know what
Kashkaval cheese tastes like. And so on.16

I propose the following admittedly controversial diagnosis of what’s
gone wrong in each of the last two proposals. In each case, we’re trying to
interpret ‘‘perceptual experience’’ as denoting mental events that have con-
ceptual content. But what concepts a person has—and so what conceptual
contents their mental events can have—depends in part upon what that
person knows. And more specifically, it depends upon what she knows
about the external things that she perceives. That, I suggest, is why con-
ceptually contentful perceptual experiences cannot provide the basis for all
of my knowledge of the external world.

But we need not accept this controversial diagnosis of what’s gone
wrong in the last two proposals in order to accept the general lesson of
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the preceding survey of failed proposals. The general lesson of that survey
was the following: the abductivist is not using the term ‘‘perceptual experi-
ences’’ to denote those things that make true the sentences that we ordin-
arily use to ascribe perceptual states. (Either that is because the abductivist
is using the term to denote things that cannot be ascribed in ordinary terms, or
else it is because she is using the term to denote things that can be ascribed
in ordinary terms only by means of sentences so complicated that they could
not express the content of any of our ordinary beliefs.) And why should
we have thought otherwise? Ordinary language is designed for ordinary
purposes, and there’s no reason why we should expect philosophically
interesting categories to be captured therein. Better for the abductivist not
to worry about finding ordinary language that ascribes just the kinds of
occurrences that she means to include in the extension of her term ‘‘percep-
tual experiences’’. Let the abductivist pursue this strategy then.

But in that case her claim that the best explanation of our having the
perceptual experiences that we have is that the external world is roughly
the way we believe it to be is unmasked as something other than mere
common sense. That claim seems to be mere common sense if we think
that the abductivist is using the phrase ‘‘perceptual experience’’ to denote
things that we ordinarily talk and think about. But now it turns out that
the abductivist is best understood as using the phrase ‘‘perceptual experi-
ence’’ in a theoretical way. And if we have to use theoretical terms just to
state the abductivist thesis, then abductivism cannot be mere common
sense. Rather, it’s a philosophical thesis in need of defense. But, as I will
argue in the next three sections, abductivism cannot receive the defense
that it requires.

III. Appearance and Reality; Objectivity and Subjectivity

So far, the only thing that I have argued for is this: abductivism is not a
piece of common sense, but rather a philosophical thesis in need of defense.
Specifically, it is a philosophical attempt to solve the problem of Cartesian
skepticism without rejecting any of the tenets of Cartesianism. In this
section, I’ll begin to consider whether abductivism can actually work.

Let’s begin by trying to figure out why the abductivist, or anyone else
for that matter, is concerned to solve the problem of Cartesian skepticism.
Why not just give up one or more of the Cartesian tenets that generate
that skeptical problem? Why should anyone be willing to endorse the tenets
of Cartesianism in the first place? Evidently, Cartesianism has seemed
plausible to many generations of philosophers, and there must be a reason
why it has seemed so. In this section, I will suggest an explanation of
the plausibility of Cartesianism. I will do so in order to show what it is
that the Cartesian must want from a solution to the problem of Cartesian
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skepticism. It will eventually turn out that what the Cartesian must want
from such a solution is something that the abductivist cannot give her.

I will suggest here that the best explanation for the fact that a philoso-
pher finds Cartesianism plausible is that she accepts certain philosophical
assumptions (to be specified below). I take it that the abductivist finds
Cartesianism plausible, else why would she be committed to solving the
problem of Cartesian skepticism without rejecting any of the tenets of
Cartesianism? And so, I conclude that the abductivist accepts the philo-
sophical assumptions at issue. I will now begin to spell out just what these
assumptions are.

Cartesianism tells a particular story about what gives us knowledge
of the external world. This story says that our knowledge of the external
world is inferentially justified by our introspective knowledge of our own
perceptual experiences, whereas our introspective knowledge of our own
perceptual experiences is not inferentially justified by anything else. But
what explanation can the Cartesian offer for the putative fact that there is
this difference between our epistemic access to the external world and our
epistemic access to our own perceptual experiences? If our knowledge of the
external world is inferential, then why, according to the Cartesian, isn’t our
introspective knowledge of our own perceptual experiences also inferential?
If I can have non-inferential knowledge of my own perceptual experiences,
then why can’t I also have non-inferential knowledge of the tables and
chairs around me?

To answer these questions, let’s begin by noting that there’s a sense in
which the external world can vary independently of any variation in how it
appears to us. The sense in which it ‘‘can’’ so vary is the following. Let S’s
belief that p be a belief about some contingent fact of the external world.
Then, normally, ‘‘p’’ does not imply ‘‘it appears to S as if p’’, nor does the
latter imply the former. To illustrate, consider the following two lists:

John is running down the street It appears to me as if John is running
down the street

I have hands It appears to Sally as if I have hands
There is a tree in the backyard It appears to Harry as if there is a tree

in the backyard

None of the propositions expressed in the first list implies the corresponding
proposition in the second list, nor do any of the propositions expressed in
the second list imply the corresponding proposition in the first list. Wemight
put this point by saying that external things are ‘‘objective’’: how they are is
logically independent of how they appear.

But this way of putting things is not entirely clear. For what do we
mean when we speak of how external things ‘‘are’’, as opposed to how they
‘‘appear’’? Suppose there is a tomato in front of me. There are lots of true
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propositions about the tomato. For instance, it’s true that the tomato is red.
It’s also true that the tomato looks red, whether or not there’s any observer
around for it to look red to. And it’s also true that the tomato looks red to
me now. Intuitively, the first of these three propositions counts as fact about
how the tomato is. But does the second proposition count as a fact about
how the tomato is, or how it appears? And if the third proposition counts as
a fact about how the tomato appears, then why doesn’t it also count as a
fact about how the tomato is? How do we draw the reality/appearance
distinction with respect to the tomato, or with respect to external things in
general?

Any way of drawing the distinction is going to involve a lot of complex-
ity. To illustrate, suppose we pick this simple way of drawing the distinction:
a proposition about how a thing x appears is a proposition expressed by a
statement of the form ‘‘it appears to S as if p’’, where ‘‘p’’ expresses a
proposition about x. (I can spell out what I mean by saying that ‘‘p’’
expresses a proposition about x as follows: ‘‘p’’ is a clause that contains a
term referring to x in referentially transparent position and in logically
ineliminable occurrence.) If this is how we demarcate the class of proposi-
tions concerning how things appear, then it seems that some propositions
about how external things are do imply propositions about how they
appear. For instance, consider the proposition ‘‘the tomato is seen by me
to be red’’. Given how we’ve just chosen to explicate the appearance/reality
distinction, this does not count as a proposition about how the tomato
appears. But it implies that the tomato appears red to me. So this is a case in
which a proposition about how an external thing is implies a proposition
about how it appears. Any attempt to draw the appearance/reality distinc-
tion in such a way as to sustain our claim that external things are objective is
going to be complicated.

Still, there is obviously some truth to the claim that external things are
objective. What the last two paragraphs have shown is that it’s not entirely
clear how to spell out the truth in this claim in a precise and yet general way.
But for purposes of this paper, this doesn’t matter very much. Rather than
fix on a precise way of specifying the truth in the claim that external things
are objective, I propose that we rest content with the following vague claim:
the propositions that we normally entertain about how external things are
do not logically imply any of the propositions that we normally entertain
about how they appear to us, or vice-versa. Rather than say that external
things are ‘‘objective’’, we will instead say that we normally ‘‘conceive of
them objectively’’, i.e., we entertain propositions about how they are which
do not entail any propositions about how they appear to us, and vice-versa.
I will henceforth use the term ‘‘objective’’ to refer to this feature of our way
of thinking about external things. To put the point in terms provided by
Williamson 2000: normally, when we think about external things, we are not
cognitively ‘‘at home’’.17
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To say that we conceive of external things objectively is then to say at
least this much: it is conceivable for us that external things are not the way
that they appear to us to be. But then, in order for us to have knowledge of
the external world, it may seem that we must have some epistemic basis for
preferring our actual beliefs about the external world to alternative hypoth-
eses on which the external world is not the way that it appears to us to be.
(I say it may seem this way because I do not want to be committed to its
actually being this way. I will return to this point in the last section, when I
attempt to locate the error in the present line of thinking.) The abductivist
appeals to abductive inference to provide such a basis: we have an epistemic
basis to prefer our actual beliefs about the external world to alternative
hypotheses because the contents of our actual beliefs provide a better
explanation of our perceptual experience than do the contents of the alter-
native hypotheses.

There is a role for abductive inference to play here only because our
beliefs about external things involve our conceiving of external things
objectively. In contrast—according to the Cartesian—we do not conceive
of our perceptual experiences objectively. In other words, on the Cartesian
view, the following is not conceivable: our own perceptual experiences are
not the way they appear to be.18 Knowing how our perceptual experiences
appear to us is not a different state than knowing how they are, assuming
that it even makes sense to speak of their ‘‘appearing’’ to us at all. And so
there is no conceivable skeptical hypothesis that is such that we need to have
some epistemic basis to disprefer it to our actual introspective beliefs in
order for us to have introspective knowledge of our own perceptual experi-
ences.19 Thus, although the abductivist takes herself to have a reason to
appeal to abductive inference to explain our knowledge of the external
world, she cannot have that same reason to appeal to abductive inference
to explain our introspective knowledge of our own perceptual experiences.
Absent some other reason to appeal to inference in order to explain our
introspective knowledge of our own perceptual experiences, the abductivist
has no reason to claim that our introspective knowledge of them is
inferential.20

Thus, on my interpretation, the abductivist thinks of the difference
between our epistemic access to the external world and our epistemic access
to our own perceptual experience as resulting from the following two facts.
First, when we form our beliefs about external things on the basis of
perception, we conceive of those things objectively. In other words, our
perceptual beliefs about how they are don’t imply any of the propositions
that we normally entertain about how they appear, or vice-versa. In con-
trast, when we form our beliefs about our own perceptual experiences on the
basis of introspection, we do not conceive of those experiences objectively.
To mark this difference, I’ll say that we normally conceive of our perceptual
experiences ‘‘subjectively’’.21 Or, to adopt once again the vocabulary of
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Williamson 2000, when we think about our perceptual experiences, we are
cognitively ‘‘at home’’.

I do not say that the abductivist must claim all this. It would not be
inconsistent with the basic tenets of abductivism to give an alternative
answer to the question of what it is that accounts for the difference between
our epistemic access to external things and our epistemic access to our own
perceptual experiences. But what alternative is there? Since I don’t know of
any plausible answer to this question, I take it that the abductivist accepts
the view that I have attributed to her.

In this section, I have offered an interpretation of the abductivist’s
philosophical motivations, and this interpretation will be crucial to my
argument against abductivism. For what my argument will show is that,
given this motivation, there is no abductive argument that can do what the
abductivist wants it to do: there is no abductive argument that can solve the
problem of Cartesian skepticism. That is precisely what I go on to argue in
section IV.

IV. The Explanatory Gap (between Objectively Conceived Causes and

Subjectively Conceived Effects)

On my interpretation, the abductivist claims that the difference between
our epistemic access to the external world and our epistemic access to our
own perceptual experience results from the following fact: we conceive of
external things objectively (so that there is a possible gap between how they
appear and how they are), but we conceive of our own perceptual experi-
ences subjectively (so that there is no such possible gap). The abductivist
also claims that the contents of our beliefs about the external world provide
a better explanation of our own perceptual experiences than do the contents
of various conceivable skeptical hypotheses. A fortiori, the abductivist is
committed to claiming that the content of our beliefs about the external
world provides some explanation of our own perceptual experiences. In this
section, I will argue that the abductivist cannot consistently claim all of this.
And the reason that she cannot consistently claim all of this has to do with
what philosophers of mind have called ‘‘the explanatory gap’’. In spelling
out this argument, I will have to spell out what I take the explanatory gap to
be. In order to do this, let’s begin with some general and familiar points
about the nature of explanation.

Note that there may be many ways to explain the same effect. This is
partly because the same effect may have many different causes. But it is
also partly because we can ask many different questions about the same
effect. For instance, say that the hurricane knocked down the house. Now
we may ask different ‘‘why?’’ questions about the effect, the knocking
down of the house. For instance, ‘‘why did the hurricane knock down
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the house (as opposed to the tent)?’’ or ‘‘why did the hurricane knock
down the house (as opposed to lifting it up into the air)?’’ Each of these
questions requires a different answer than the other, but each of these
answers is an explanation of the same effect, namely, the knocking down
of the house.22

So we can ask different ‘‘why’’ questions about the same effect. But one
specific way in which ‘‘why?’’ questions about the same effect can differ is
that they can involve different ways of conceiving of that effect. Thus, I
might conceive of a particular effect as Jones’s sitting down, or as the tallest
person in the room sitting down. Then, I might ask ‘‘why did Jones sit
down?’’, and the answer to this question does not, by itself, answer the
question ‘‘why did the tallest person in the room sit down?’’ To answer the
latter question, we should at least have to add this bit of information to our
answer to the former question: that Jones is the tallest person in the room.
To explain an effect is always to explain it as conceived in one or another
way.23

Now what does all this have to do with abductivism? The abductivist
claims that the contents of our beliefs about the external world collectively
constitute an explanation of our perceptual experiences. But the premises of
the abductivist’s inference—the statements of the effects to be explained by
the abductive inference—are all supposed to be known by introspection.
Thus, the abductivist is committed to claiming that the content of our
beliefs about the external world can explain our perceptual experiences as
conceived by introspection. Now, we have already said (in section III) that we
introspectively conceive of our perceptual experiences subjectively. But can
we explain our perceptual experiences so conceived?

Keep in mind what such an explanation would involve. If our percep-
tual experiences were non-physical phenomena, then it would be quite
mysterious how they could be explained by appeal to contingent facts
about the external world. The abductivist should not, then, allow that our
perceptual experiences are non-physical phenomena. So let’s grant, for the
sake of argument, that our perceptual experiences are physical phenomena,
and let’s also grant, for the sake of argument, that we know how to explain
those physical phenomena. This still wouldn’t be the kind of explanation
that the abductivist needs. For recall, the kind of explanation that the
abductivist needs is an explanation of perceptual experiences conceived in
such a way that there can’t conceivably be any difference between their
actually being that way and their merely appearing to be that way. That is,
the abductivist needs an explanation of perceptual experiences conceived
subjectively.

Is it possible to give an explanation of phenomena so conceived ?24

According to the Cartesian, our knowledge of the explanans propositions
of our explanation is inferential knowledge: we gain knowledge of the
external world only by means of inference to the best explanation of our
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perceptual experience. If we were to conceive of our explanans (i.e., the
external world) subjectively, then we should be able to know our explanans
non-inferentially, just as know our explanandum (i.e., our perceptual experi-
ences) non-inferentially. Since the Cartesian claims that we cannot know
our explanans non-inferentially, she is committed (on the interpretation that
I’ve advanced in section III above) to claiming that we do not conceive of
our explanans subjectively. Thus, we must conceive of our explanans objec-
tively. That is, we conceive of our explanans (i.e., the external world) in such
a way that there is a potential gap between how it appears and how it is,
although we conceive of our explanandum (i.e., our perceptual experiences)
in such a way that there is no such potential gap. But now we must ask: is it
possible to explain a subjectively conceived effect by appeal to an objectively
conceived cause?

Let’s consider what light can be shed on this question by contemporary
philosophical accounts of explanation. There are many different accounts
available, but most of these accounts fall into two broad schools of thought:
according to one school, explanation involves locating effects within causal
processes;25 according to the other school, explanation involves unification
of natural phenomena.26 (I leave aside, for the moment, the old Hempelian
account of explanation, according to which explanations are arguments.27

In section V, I will consider an objection to the present line of argument, an
objection which appeals to such Hempelian accounts of explanation.) On
the ‘‘causalist’’ account, explanation involves conceiving of the explanan-
dum as a part of a causal process in nature; on the ‘‘unificationist’’ account,
it involves conceiving of the explanandum in a hierarchy of more or less
general regularities in nature. But on either account, to explain an expla-
nandum involves conceiving of that explanandum as part of a process or a
regularity that is objectively conceived. That is, we conceive of how the
process or the regularity is in such a way as to imply nothing about how
it appears to us, or vice-versa.

To locate an explanandum within an objectively conceived order of
processes or regularities involves conceiving of that explanandum objec-
tively. And this is something that we do not do when we conceive of that
explanandum subjectively, e.g., through introspection. We can conceive of
something objectively or we can conceive of it subjectively, but these are
necessarily different ways of conceiving of that thing. Explanation, I’ve just
argued, necessarily involves conceiving of the explanandum objectively;
introspection, according to the abductivist, involves conceiving of it subjec-
tively. So, while we can explain a phenomenon objectively conceived, we
cannot explain that same phenomenon introspectively (i.e., subjectively)
conceived. If the phenomena that we conceive of subjectively are identical
to phenomena that we conceive of objectively, then we can explain those
same phenomena conceived of objectively. But we cannot introspectively
know those phenomena under their objective description, and so the
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truths that we explain are not identical with the truths that we intro-
spectively know. This seems to me to be the best way of spelling out the
point that recent philosophers of mind have been gesturing at when they
speak of the ‘‘explanatory gap’’.28 Thus, I will say that the explanatory gap
results from the impossibility of explaining phenomena subjectively
conceived.

This argument against the abductivist should immediately provoke the
following objections:

Objection 1. If that’s what the explanatory gap is, then it should be easy
to overcome it. If we already have an explanation of our phenomenon
objectively conceived, then we can simply conjoin to our explanans the claim
that the phenomenon objectively conceived (as, say, the firing of C-fibers)
is identical to the phenomenon subjectively conceived (as, say, this particular
quale). Won’t that give us an explanation of the phenomenon subjectively
conceived?

Reply. Conjoining our explanans with the identity claim in question will
give us the desired explanation only if the ‘‘explanatoriness’’ of our expla-
nans is preserved by conjoining the identity claim. But conjoining an identity
claim will preserve explanatoriness only if we can understand how that identity
claim could itself be true. If we take a perfectly good explanans, and conjoin
it with a completely baffling identity claim (e.g. aluminum is identical to
little purple dinosaurs), then the resulting conjunction is no longer explana-
tory. Now what’s involved in understanding how an identity claim can be
true? For us to understand how it can be true that water is identical to H2O,
we need to understand how it is that H2O can produce the characteristic
appearances of water. For us to understand how it can be true that tem-
perature of a gas is identical to its mean molecular kinetic energy, we need
to understand how it is that mean molecular kinetic energy can produce
the characteristic appearances of temperature in a gas. Analogously, for us
to understand how a particular phenomenon objectively conceived (as, say,
the firing of C-fibers) could be identical to a particular phenomenon
subjectively conceived (as, say, a particular quale), we would have to under-
stand how the phenomenon objectively conceived could give rise to the
appearances of the phenomenon subjectively conceived. Why does the firing
of C-fibers feel that way, rather than some other way? Why does eating a
peach produce that taste sensation, rather than some other?29 But, by the
argument just given, these are questions that we cannot answer—at least,
not if feels and sensations are subjectively conceived (so that there can be no
gap between how they appear and how they are). We cannot have an
explanation of appearances so conceived, because explanation involves
conceiving of its explanandum objectively, whereas we conceive of appear-
ances subjectively when we conceive of them as appearances.
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Objection 2. It may be objected that I have been placing unreasonably
high demands on explanation.30 Suppose that we have a perfectly good
causal explanation of all of our neurochemical activity, and furthermore
we somehow come to know that certain neurochemical processes constitute,
or are identical with, certain perceptual experiences. Wouldn’t this supply us
with a perfectly adequate explanation of our perceptual experiences?
Couldn’t a perfectly adequate explanation appeal to constitutive claims or
identity claims which are such that we do not understand how they could be
true? Couldn’t there be some mechanisms—however mysterious they may
be to us—whereby certain neurochemical processes produce one perceptual
experience rather than another? And couldn’t we somehow come to know
what those mechanisms are? Maybe God tells us about them.

Reply. I leave it open, for the sake of argument, that this is possible.
Maybe God will one day reveal to us the mechanisms whereby certain
neurochemical processes produce certain perceptual experiences, and then
we will know the correct answer to the question ‘‘why do we have these
perceptual experiences, rather than some others?’’ But notice that, in the
scenario that I’ve just described, we gain knowledge of these mechanisms in
some way other than by inference to the best explanation of our perceptual
experiences. The explanatory virtues of the divinely-revealed causal story are
not what justify us in believing that causal story, for by hypothesis that causal
story has no explanatory virtues. If we come to know the truth of that causal
story, our knowledge cannot be acquired by inference to the best explanation.
And so, even if there is a true and knowable story about how our perceptual
experiences (subjectively conceived) are produced by our neurochemical
processes (objectively conceived), our knowledge of this story—our justifica-
tion for believing it—cannot be based on abductive inference. And so this
possibility is, once again, of no help to the abductivist.

Objection 3. It may be objected that the problem that I’m raising for the
abductivist is really a problem for any explanation whatsoever, and so not
really a problem at all. Whenever we explain any phenomenon, our
explanation will itself invite further ‘‘why?’’ questions that we don’t know
how to answer. When Newton explained the motions of the planets by appeal
to gravity, he was positing one mystery (gravity) to explain another (celestial
and terrestrial motions). When Darwin explained the origin of species by
appeal to natural selection, he was positing one mystery (the heritability of
traits) to explain another (the origin of species). How is the abductivist’s
proposed explanation any worse than Newton’s or Darwin’s?

Reply. I am not claiming that the abductivist’s ‘‘explanation’’ invites
futher ‘‘why?’’ questions that we don’t know how to answer. That much is of
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course true of many excellent explanations. Rather, I am claiming that the
abductivist’s ‘‘explanation’’ is not an explanation at all, because it doesn’t
locate its subjectively conceived explanandum within any objectively con-
ceived explanans (be it a causal process or a natural regularity). While
Newton left us with plenty of questions about gravity, at least he gave us
the inverse square law of gravitational attraction, thereby locating the
effects of gravity within an objectively conceived order. While Darwin left
us with plenty of questions about the mechanisms of heritability and of
variation, at least he gave us reason to predict that heritability and vari-
ation would alter species, and thereby located the effects of heritability
and variation within an objectively conceived order. For the abductivist
to do something analogous, she’d have to locate our subjectively con-
ceived perceptual experiences within an objectively conceived order.
But that’s exactly what she cannot do, while she conceives of those experi-
ences subjectively. And if she conceives of them objectively instead, then
she can’t know them introspectively under that description. Either way,
she can’t explain the very same truths that she introspectively knows. She
can explain one set of truths. She can introspectively know another set of
truths. But she cannot explain the same truths that she introspectively knows.

Objection 4. Apart from what philosophers tell us about the nature of
explanation, aren’t there obviously good explanations of our introspectible
experiences? To illustrate: I am now feeling nervous because I just had a
mental image of falling from a great height. Isn’t this a perfectly good
explanation, whether or not it fits into the mold described by any of the
current philosophical accounts of explanation? If it is a perfectly good
explanation (as it seems to be), then doesn’t this tell against my ‘‘explana-
tory gap’’ argument against abductivism?

Reply. In the example that I’ve just described, eithermy knowledge of the
explanans is inferential knowledge or it is not. If it is inferential knowledge
(gained, say, through some form of psychological theorizing about myself),
then I am not conceiving of the explanans subjectively, and the explanans
can appear to be other than it is: my inference could have led me to the
wrong conclusion. If it is not inferential knowledge (if, say, it is gained
directly through introspection), then I am conceiving of the explanans
subjectively, and the explanans cannot appear to be other than it is. Either
way, I am not bridging the gap between subjectively conceived explanandum
and objectively conceived explanans by appeal to inference to the best
explanation. And so the perfectly good explanation above cannot serve as a
model for the kind of explanation that the abductivist needs to offer: an
explanation in which a subjectively conceived explanandum is explained by
appeal to an objectively conceived explanans.
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Here’s a modification of the case just described: I acquire knowledge of
the explanans inferentially at first, and then I am able to retain that knowledge
introspectively, since my powers of introspection are improved by the initial
inference. In this modified case, the abductivist story still cannot be right
about either stage of the process. In the first stage, I conceive of the explanans
objectively. If, however, I conceive of the explanandum subjectively, then my
initial knowledge of the explanans cannot be based on inference to the best
explanation, but must be gained by means of some other inference. In the
second stage, my knowledge of the explanans is non-inferential. Either way,
my knowledge of the explanans is not based on inference to the best expla-
nation. And so this new case also cannot be of any use to the abductivist.

Objection 5. If explanation is contrastive, then there’s a difference
between explaining why I’m having this experience now (as opposed to
some other time) and explaining why I’m now having this experience (as
opposed to some other experience). Even if the explanatory gap argument
shows that the second kind of explanation is impossible, it still doesn’t show
that the first kind of explanation is impossible.31

Reply. We can grant this, but it doesn’t help the abductivist. For it
shows only that the abductivist can appeal to hypotheses about the external
world in order to explain why our experiences happen at the times at which
they happen. It doesn’t show that the abductivist can appeal to hypotheses
about the external world in order to explain anything else about our
experiences. But if all that the abductivist seeks to explain is why our
experiences happen at the times at which they happen, and there’s nothing
else about our experiences that the abductivist seeks to explain, then the
abductivist’s explanandum obviously massively underdetermines her expla-
nans. In fact, the situation is even worse than this. For according to the
present objection, the fact that we have perceptual experiences with various
intrinsic qualities is completely irrelevant to what the abductivist seeks to
explain. The abductivist’s explanandum could just as easily be stated as
follows: ‘‘something is happening now (ostending a particular moment), and
something else is happening now (ostending a later moment), and something
else is happening now (ostending a still later moment),’’ and so on. If that’s
all that we want to explain, then we could explain it in countless different
ways, and without resorting to all the explanatorily useless detail of our
beliefs about the external world. Most of our beliefs about the external
world would turn out to be explanatorily useless if this were all that the
abductivist sought to explain.

Of course, the explanatory gap, as I have described it, is a gap that
obtains only between phenomena objectively conceived and phenomena
subjectively conceived. I have assumed that there are some phenomena of
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which we can conceive subjectively, but I have made this assumption only
because, as I argued in section III, this assumption is part of the only
motivation to be a Cartesian, and so I infer that the Cartesian must be
committed to this assumption. And I have granted this assumption to the
Cartesian for the sake of argument. Now, I don’t see any compelling reason
to believe that there are phenomena of which we can conceive subjectively
(as I’ve defined the phrase above), and so I don’t see any reason to think
that there is any real explanatory gap. Nevertheless, I shall not try to argue
for that controversial claim here. For now, my conclusion is just this:
if the Cartesian’s assumptions are granted, then there is an explanatory
gap. But if there is an explanatory gap, then the abductivist solution to
Cartesian skepticism won’t work. In sum, if the Cartesian’s assumptions are
granted, then the abductivist solution won’t work. And so abductivism
cannot do the work that it was designed to do—namely, to solve the
problem of Cartesian skepticism without rejecting any of the tenets of
Cartesianism.

V. Can the Abductivist Avoid the Problem of the Explanatory Gap?

Here is a summary of my argument so far:
For a proposition p to serve as a statement of the data to be explained by

the abductivists’s explanation, it has to meet at least these two conditions:

(a) It is introspectively known to be true, and
(b) It can be explained by a theory that comprises our beliefs about the

external world.

But if (a) obtains with regard to p, then thinking that p involves conceiving
of an effect subjectively, and so there’s an explanatory gap between p and
our beliefs about the external world. Thus, (a) and (b) are not jointly
satisfiable with regard to any proposition, and no proposition can serve as
a statement of the data in the abductivist’s explanation. Thus, no abductive
inference can do what the abductivist needs for it to do.

There are two ways in which the abductivist may wish to avoid the
problem posed by this argument. Let’s consider each of them in turn:

(1) It may seem that the abductivist can bypass the problem of the
explanatory gap by adopting an alternative account of explanation, an
account according to which for a theory to explain some data is just for
that data to be inferable from the theory. How might this help the abduc-
tivist? It might help if the abductivist claims that our theory of the external
world includes not just propositions about contingent features of that
world, but also bridge principles connecting features of the external world
with subjectively conceived features of our perceptual experience. These
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bridge principles would state that certain features of the external world
cause the occurrence of such-and-such perceptual experiences, subjectively
conceived. The total theory that comprised such bridge principles, along
with other claims about the external world, might be thought to explain our
introspectively known data by virtue of entailing or probabilifying the
content of that introspective knowledge. Thus, the abductivist might claim
to have constructed a schema for a theory of the external world that
explains our perceptual experiences, subjectively conceived.

Let’s set aside whatever worries we might have about this inferentialist
account of explanation, and ask whether, granting such an account of
explanation, this maneuver can save the abductivist. It may at first
seem that it can’t, since, by varying our theory of the external world and
making compensating adjustments in our bridge principles, this very same
maneuver can be employed to construct infinitely many mutually incompat-
ible explanations of the same body of introspected data. And since the
abductivist claims that our only source of evidence about the external
world is our introspected data, she cannot appeal to any other evidence to
favor any one of these theories to any other. But this is just to level at the
abductivist the general problem of underdetermination of theory by data,
and that seems unfair since the underdetermination problem is everyone’s
problem.

Or is it? We normally avoid the underdetermination problem in our
explanatory practice by appealing to non-evidential standards of explanatory
goodness (e.g., simplicity, elegance, plausibility) to favor one explanation over
empirically equivalent alternative explanations. Can the abductivist avail
herself of this strategy? In order to answer this question, let’s recall the
familiar point that the application of such non-evidential standards in com-
paring theories may produce different results depending upon our choice of
primitive vocabulary.32 Let T1 and T2 be two empirically equivalent and
empirically adequate theories that differ in their ontology: T1 posits stuffs but
not objects, whereas T2 posits objects but not stuffs. And let C1 and C2 be
two scientific communities. C1 has a primitive vocabulary that includes no
referring devices other than mass nouns. Since the scientists of C1 do not
employ logically primitive referring devices, they tend to be not so much
interested in minimizing their ontological commitments as in minimizing the
number of logically independent principles of their theories. C2, on the other
hand, has a primitive vocabulary that includes no referring devices other than
count nouns. The scientists of C2 are not so much interested in minimizing
the number of logically independent principles of their theories as they
are in minimizing their ontological commitments. In this case, the scientists
of C1 might be entitled to regard T1 as simpler, more elegant, or more
parsimonious than T2, whereas the scientists of C2 might be entitled to regard
T2 as simpler, more elegant, or more parsimonious than T1. In general, which
of two empirically equivalent theories we are entitled to regard as better than
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which other depends upon which primitive vocabulary we use, and which
non-empirical virtues we look for in a theory. Thus, if the abductivist says
that our theory of the external world enjoys non-evidentiary advantages over
those empirically equivalent alternative theories, she is committed to using
her own primitive vocabulary in applying non-evidentiary standards to our
theory of the external world.

Now, when we use certain terms in thinking or speaking, we presuppose
that those terms are meaningful. But most of the terms that we use have
the following property: they can have a certain meaning only if the non-
linguistic world is a certain way. For instance, when we use a term ‘‘F’’ as a
count noun, we presuppose the coherence of certain principles of identity
and individuation for F’s. When we use a term ‘‘D’’ as a demonstrative, we
presuppose the existence of D. And when we use a substance term X, we
presuppose that there is an essence common to various samples to which the
term ‘‘X’’ applies. If we discover that these presuppositions are false, then
we must either stop using the terms in question or else use them in a
different way (e.g., use the term in question as a mass noun rather than a
count noun, or as a description rather than a name, etc.).33 Thus, when we
use certain terms in theorizing, or in appraising our theories, we presuppose
that the world is the way that it would have to be in order for those terms to
mean what we are trying to mean by them.

Now, as I said above, if the abductivist appeals to non-evidentiary
standards of explanatory goodness to favor our theory of the external
world over its alternatives, she is committed to using her own primitive
vocabulary in the application of those standards. But using the terms of her
primitive vocabulary involves presupposing that the non-linguistic world is
just the way that it would have to be in order for those terms to mean what
she’s trying to mean by them. Is the abductivist entitled to presuppose that
the non-linguistic world is this way?34 Since the abductivist is committed to
regarding all our knowledge of the external world as inferentially justified
by our introspective knowledge, she cannot, by her own lights, justifiably
commit herself to presuppositions about the external world unless those
presuppositions are themselves inferentially justified by her introspective
knowledge. But we have already granted that her introspective knowledge,
by itself, cannot justify any one theory of the external world over the
infinitely many alternatives to it that equally well entail or probabilify the
content of that introspective knowledge. Thus, the abductivist cannot
appeal to non-evidentiary standards of explanatory goodness to favor our
theory of the external world over its alternatives. And so she is committed to
claiming that we have no epistemic basis to favor our actual beliefs about
the external world over the infinitely many incompatible alternatives to it.
We normally avoid the underdetermination problem in our scientific prac-
tice by relying on what we take to be our background knowledge of the
external world, but this is precisely what the abductivist cannot do.
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Can the abductivist avoid the underdetermination problem by claiming
that these various explanations are only apparently incompatible, and that
their empirical equivalence reveals that they are actually just different ways
of saying the same thing? This reply implies that empirically equivalent
explanations are also semantically equivalent. Now, for two explanations
to be empirically equivalent is for them to have all the same implications for
our experience. And since our explanations posit an external world to
explain our experiences, for two of these explanations to be semantically
equivalent is at least for them to have all the same implications about
the external world. Thus, the present reply assumes that explanations
that have all the same implications for our experience have all the same
implications for the way the external world is. But how could this be? Part
of what makes external things external is just the fact that we can correctly
conceive of them objectively, i.e., we can conceive of how they are in such
a way as to leave it logically open how they appear to us in our experience.
So the proponent of the present reply must give up the very idea that the
explanations in question posit an external world at all. This is incompatible
with Cartesianism generally, and so incompatible with abductivism
specifically.

(2) The abductivist might attempt to avoid the problem of the explana-
tory gap by claiming that what has to be explained by the external world
hypothesis are not our introspectible data, but rather patterns in our intro-
spectible data. These patterns cannot be discerned solely by introspection,
but only with the help of memory. That’s because we must rely on memory
of past introspectible data in order to discern the diachronic patterns in such
data. And so the patterns to be explained by the external world hypothesis
are patterns known only by the combined use of introspection and memory.
Thus, the data to be explained needn’t be introspectible. On this proposal,
the abductivist isn’t committed to there being any facts that jointly satisfy
(a) and (b), since she’s given up on (a). And so the preceding argument is
ineffective against this new kind of abductivism.

Now let’s ask the proponent of this new kind of abductivism the
following question: can facts about one’s own experiential past vary inde-
pendently of how they now appear? For instance, can it now appear to you
as if you had a particular experience yesterday, whether or not you actually
did? Obviously, it can: we are frequently subject to illusory memories
concerning our own experiential past. It now seems to me as if I enjoyed
the taste of a Merlot yesterday, and it can seem this way to me even if I had
a cold yesterday and so was unable to enjoy any gustatory experiences at all.
So we conceive of our experiential past objectively. More generally, we
conceive of the past objectively. Since, as we saw in section III, such
objectivity in our way of conceiving of external things is what gives the
Cartesian grounds for claiming that our knowledge of the external world is
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inferential, it should equally well give her grounds for claiming that our
memory knowledge is inferential.

But then by what kind of inference are our memory-based beliefs
justified? What are the premises of that inference, and what is the rule of
inference? If the premises of the relevant inference are themselves known by
memory, then we can raise the same question about how we have memory
knowledge of them. If memory knowledge of our own experiential past is
inferential, then there must be some memory knowledge that is not justified
by inference from other memory knowledge, but is rather justified by
inference from non-memory knowledge. But the inference in question can-
not be deductive, since what we can know about the present without the
help of memory does not entail any contingent facts about the past. Again,
the inference in question cannot be inductive: for us to inductively infer
anything about the past from what we can know about the present without
the help of memory, we would need to know something about the corre-
lation between past and present facts. But we cannot have such knowledge
without already having some memory knowledge. So the same consider-
ations that led the abductivist to say that our knowledge of the external
world is abductive might now lead us to say that our memory knowledge is
abductive.35

But now the abductivist has not avoided the problem of the explanatory
gap: she has only relocated it. For now she is committed to the claim that
there are good abductive inferences from introspectively known premises to
conclusions about the past. The premises of such inferences must state facts
that satisfy constraints (a) and (b) above. But recall the argument of the
previous section: the problem of the explanatory gap implies that no fact
can satisfy (a) and (b) simultaneously. And so there can be no good
abductive inferences from introspectively known premises to conclusions
about the past. Our memory knowledge is not abductive.36 And so the
present attempt to rescue abductivism from the problem of the explanatory
gap fails. There is, it now seems, no way to save abductivism from the
problem of the explanatory gap.

VI. Conclusion

It turns out to be no accident that the abductivist cannot spell out in
any detail the abductive inferences to which she appeals: it is impossible for
any inferences to satisfy the constraints that the abductivist needs them to
satisfy. Abductivism can’t solve the problem of Cartesian skepticism.

But then how to solve the problem? The solution becomes clear if we
draw a lesson from the discussion of memory knowledge in section V. We
argued that memory knowledge cannot be deductively, inductively, or
abductively justified by appeal to non-memory knowledge. In fact, it is
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utterly implausible to suppose that memory knowledge is inferential. Why
should we have thought otherwise? Recall that we were led to think of
memory knowledge as inferential by noticing that we conceive of the past
objectively. If this is the case, then isn’t it a requirement of having memory
knowledge at all that we be able, without appealing to any other memory
knowledge, to rule out conceivable skeptical hypotheses about the past? If
the answer to this question were ‘‘yes’’, then we couldn’t have any memory
knowledge whatsoever. If we have any memory knowledge, then our knowl-
edge of how things are, objectively conceived, needn’t be inferential.

But if that’s the case, then there is something wrong with the line of
thinking that makes Cartesianism plausible. Recall from section III, that
line of thinking goes as follows:

It is conceivable that the external world is not the way it appears to be,
but it is not conceivable that our own perceptual experiences are not
the way they appear to be. So, in order for us to have knowledge of
the external world, we must have some epistemic basis for preferring
our actual beliefs about the external world to alternative hypotheses on
which the external world is not the way it appears to be. But this is not
something that we must have in order to have knowledge of our own
perceptual experiences. Thus, our knowledge of our own perceptual
experiences can be non-inferential, but our knowledge of the external
world can only be inferential.

But we can consistently accept the premises of this reasoning without
accepting the conclusion. This is just what epistemological externalists
typically do: they reject the conclusion of this argument on the grounds
that our epistemic basis for preferring our actual beliefs about the external
world to alternative hypotheses is not an argument that we have available
to us, but is rather some fact about us (say, about the reliability of our
belief-forming processes, or about the counterfactual co-variation of our
beliefs with the facts) of which we needn’t be aware.

The point for now is that the line of thinking that makes Cartesianism
plausible is not compelling. (I have elsewhere addressed the diagnostic
question why has it seemed compelling to so many generations of philoso-
phers.37) Cartesianism creates an insoluble skeptical problem, but there’s no
good reason to accept Cartesianism, and so no good reason to undertake
the futile task of solving that problem. In short, the non-skeptical solution
to the problem of Cartesian skepticism lies in rejecting Cartesianism alto-
gether, and allowing that our knowledge of the external world can be as
non-inferential as our introspective knowledge. We can have non-inferential
knowledge even when we conceive of the objects of our knowledge objec-
tively, i.e., even when we are not cognitively ‘‘at home’’.38 We can have
direct knowledge of a world that can appear to be other than it is.39
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Notes

1. I treat this as a definition of ‘‘Cartesianism’’ in order to avoid interesting but

difficult issues concerning the correct interpretation of Descartes, or of his

influence upon subsequent epistemology. Of course Descartes thought that we

could have knowledge of extended substance by deduction from first principles,

but then we could only know the necessary features of extended substances not

its contingent features. Such issues are not relevant for present purposes.

2. It may be thought that this claim was refuted when Kripke 1980 showed that we

have a priori knowledge of contingent facts (e.g., the length of the meter stick).

But this is not true. To have the a priori knowledge that Kripke describes, we

must already have various bits of a posteriori knowledge (e.g., that a particular

stick has been established as the standard meter).

3. A worry: It may seem that perceptual experience A can be ‘‘the same’’ as

perceptual experience B only if there are principles of identity for perceptual

experiences. But what are these principles of identity? I will not attempt to

answer this question on behalf of the Cartesian; it is her problem and not mine.

4. Henceforth, I will speak of our epistemic relations to the external world when I

mean to indicate our epistemic relation to the contingent facts of the external

world.

5. For a classic statement of the preceding argument, see Ayer 1956.

6. See van Fraassen 1980, Hacking 1982, Cartwright 1983, van Fraassen 1983. For

a defense of inference to the best explanation, see Lipton 1991.

7. One or another version of abductivism is propounded in Brandt 1955, Ayer

1956, Russell 1959, Mackie 1969, Slote 1970, Harman 1973, Jackson 1977,

Cornman 1980, Watkins 1984, BonJour 1985, Goldman 1988, Moser 1989,

Vogel 1990, and BonJour 1999.

8. The abductivist should not be confused with Quine 1960, Sellars 1963b, or

Lycan 1988, all of whom she superficially resembles. Quine takes all our knowl-

edge of physical objects to be abductively achieved, but he also takes our

knowledge of our own perceptual experiences to be abductively achieved. And

so, unlike the abductivist, Quine rejects the basic tenets of Cartesianism. Sellars

and Lycan take much of our knowledge of physical objects to be abductively

achieved, but accept that not all such knowledge is so achieved.

9. See Sellars 1963a and Williams 1977. (Sellars uses this point in criticism of

phenomenalism rather than abductivism, but the point can be adapted to work

against the abductivist.) The point is also implicit in Strawson 1959, Evans 1984,

Long 1992, and Cassam 1997.

10. See Chisholm 1989, Lehrer 1990, Alston 1993, Fumerton 1995, and Butcharov

1998. The point is also implicit in the attack on ‘‘the causal theory’’ in Price 1932.

11. See Strawson 1985.

12. Cf. Harman 1973.

13. The proposal to use such sentences to ascribe perceptual experiences (of the sort

that the Cartesian wants to speak of) is in Firth 1952.

14. I’ve found philosophers who refuse to assent to this. But the claim strikes me as

true by the definition of ‘‘conceptual’’. Of course, the term ‘‘conceptual’’ is to

some extent a term of art, and we’re free to use it as we like. So maybe I should
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say that I’m using the term as follows: the content of a mental state is conceptual

if and only if the possessor of that mental state has (at the time of being in the

state) the ability to understand that content.

15. Chisholm 1957 would have tried to avoid this problem by saying that we might

use ‘‘appears’’ talk ‘‘noncomparatively’’. But I don’t have any reason to believe

that we so much as understand the alleged ‘‘noncomparative’’ use of ‘‘appears’’

talk. In any case, even if we could understand it, it’s clear that we do not

ordinarily use ‘‘appears’’ talk noncomparatively. And so any claim that we

express using ‘‘appears’’ noncomparatively cannot be part of the content of

common sense. That is all I need for my present argument.

Burge 1979 argues that the contents of our thoughts and experiences generally

depend upon factors outside the individual. If we accept this form of anti-indivi-

dualism about content, then we have another argument for the conclusion that the

abductivist cannot be using the term ‘‘perceptual experience’’ to denote events that

are ordinarily ascribed by sentences of the form ‘‘it looks as if p’’, ‘‘it sounds as if

p’’, etc. For if the abductivist were to use the term that way, then from my

knowledge that I have such-and-such perceptual experiences I could deduce

various claims about the external world.

16. What about this case: I know that a particular thing I’m seeing looks like a

unicorn. Then, on the present reasoning, I must know what unicorns look like.

But how can unicorns look like anything if there are no unicorns? This question

doesn’t pose a problem for my argument, for there is something that unicorns

look like—namely, like horses with straight horns coming out of the middle of

their heads. But since unicorns aren’t real animals, the fact that this is what they

look like is made the case by our standard depictions of unicorns. Analogously,

there is something that Santa Claus looks like, but his looking that way is the

result of our depictions of him.

17. See Williamson 1996 and Williamson 2000, ch. 4.

18. Price 1932: ‘‘in the sphere of the given (as in that of pleasure and pain), what

seems, is.’’ (10)

19. This does not imply that we are infallible, incorrigible, or omniscient about

our perceptual experiences. But it does imply this: if we form false beliefs

about our perceptual experiences, that is not because they appear to us to be

some way that they are not.

20. The view developed in this paragraph on the abductivist’s behalf is suggested by

Ayer 1940, 117–34.

21. Some philosophers might claim that this is because our perceptual experiences

cannot be thought of objectively; to think of them at all is to think of them

subjectively. I take no stand on this issue here.

22. The contrastiveness of explanation has been made very familiar in the literature

on explanation. See, for instance, Van Fraassen 1980 and Lipton 1991.

23. At least this is true if the effect is an event, and if events are individuated more

coarsely than the propositions that state that they occurred. For more on this

issue, see Davidson 1967. On the intensionality of ‘‘explains’’, see Williamson

2000 (195).

24. We can understand the request for such explanation in three different ways:

First, we may want an explanation of why there is anything at all that has the
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following property: it can’t conceivably vary independently of any variation in

how it appears. Why are there these subjective facts in the world? Second, we

may want an explanation of why there are just these particular subjective

features instantiated in the world, rather than some alternative set. For instance,

what explains the fact that our perceptual experiences have qualitative features

within this range, rather than some other? And third, we may want an expla-

nation of why these particular subjective facts obtain just when they do. Why

does coffee taste like this (referring to the taste of coffee) rather than like pizza? I

don’t distinguish these questions in the text, since I need not appeal to the

distinction in my argument.

25. The most influential and well-developed exposition of this view is in Salmon

1984.

26. See, e.g., Friedman 1974, Kitcher 1976, and Kitcher 1993.

27. See, e.g., Hempel 1965b and the other essays in Hempel 1965a for the most

influential defense of this inferentialist account of explanation.

28. See Nagel 1974, Levine 1983, McGinn 1989, Loar 1990, Searle 1992, Levine

1993, Sturgeon 1994, and Levine 2001. But the insight long antedates these

philosophers. We read in Locke 1975: ‘Tis evident that the bulk, figure, and

motion of several Bodies about us, produce in us several Sensations, as of

Colours, Sounds, Tastes, Smells, Pleasure and Pain, etc. These mechanical

Affections of Bodies, having no affinity at all with those Ideas, they produce

in us, (there being no conceivable connexion between any impulse of any sort of

Body, and any perception of a Colour, or Smell, which we find in our Minds) we

can have no distinct knowledge of such Operations beyond our Experience; and

can reason no otherwise about them, than as effects produced by the appoint-

ment of an infinitely Wise Agent, which perfectly surpass our Comprehensions.

(Book IV, iii. §28)

29. See Kripke 1980, Searle 1992, and Sturgeon 1994 on this point.

30. I am grateful to an anonymous referee for raising the objection in response to

which the present paragraph was written.

31. Let’s recall that the abductivist’s explanandum must be subjectively conceived.

That is, there must be no possible difference between how the explanandum is

and how it appears. If the whole explanandum proposition ‘‘I’m having this

experience now’’ is to fit this description, then the temporal indicator ‘‘now’’

must also fit this description. There must be no possible difference between its

being now and its appearing to be now. But if that’s the case, then wouldn’t the

explanatory gap argument given above show that it’s impossible to explain why

I’m having this experience now? Not quite. If we can explain why it is that e

takes place now, and it’s true that now¼ 6:48 PM on Tuesday, and adding this

identity claim to our explanans preserves the explanatoriness of the explanans,

then we can explain why it is that e takes place now. So, for all I’ve shown, it is

possible for us to explain why I’m having this experience now (as opposed to

some other time).

32. Cf. Goodman 1983 on the relative epistemic merits of the ‘‘green’’ and ‘‘grue’’

hypotheses.

33. The preceding points have been made familiar in the literature on semantic

externalism. See, for instance, Putnam 1975, Burge 1979, and Kripke 1980.
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34. If we regard her entitlement to this presupposition as deriving from the fact that

the presupposition is built into her language, then her abductive inference from

introspectively known premises to her conclusions about the external world is

only justified relative to her linguistic community. But if justification relative to

her linguistic community was all that the abductivist wanted, then why did she

need to bother finding an abductive inference from introspectively known prem-

ises in the first place? Why couldn’t she simply have appealed to the fact that,

in her linguistic community, some beliefs about the external world count as

justified?

35. This abductivist position concerning memory is explored in Harman 1973 and

Peacocke 1986.

36. For arguments against the view that memory knowledge is, in general, inferentially

justified by non-memory knowledge, see Pollock 1986, Burge 1993, Plantinga 1993,

Huemer 1999, and Owens 2000.

37. See Neta 2002, Neta 2003, Neta 2004 and Neta manuscript.

38. Williamson 1996 and Williamson 2000, ch. 4 argue that we are never cognitively

at home. His argument relies on an assumption that is criticized in Neta and

Rohbaugh forthcoming.

39. I am grateful to Dorit Bar-On, Jonathan Cohen, Mark Greenberg, Thomas

Hofweber, Michael Huemer, Adam Leite, William Lycan, Ron Mallon, Eric

Marcus, Elijah Millgram, and Jonathan Schaffer for their very helpful comments

on earlier drafts of this manuscript.
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